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Abstrat
We demonstrate a 1-D veloity seletion tehnique whih relies on ombining magneti and op-
tial potentials. We have seleted atom louds with temperatures as low as 2.9% of the initial
temperature, with an eieny of 1%. The eieny (perentage of atoms seleted) of the teh-
nique an vary as slowly as the square root of the nal temperature. In addition to seleting
the oldest atoms from a loud, this tehnique imparts a sharp ut-o in the veloity distribution.
The old seleted atoms are onned in a small well, spatially separated from higher energy atoms.
Suh a non-thermal distribution may be useful for atom optis experiments, suh as studies of atom
tunneling.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The eld of atom optis has experiened a period of dramati growth reently, largely
due to the suess of experiments on Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC). The ahievement
of BEC itself was based largely on the suess of evaporative ooling[1, 2℄. Unfortunately,
evaporative ooling is usually aomplished with a very high ost in atom number, suh that
the typial eieny (perentage of atoms remaining of the initial sample) varies linearly
with temperature[3℄. While this method works very well, it is quite lossy ompared to
ertain other tehniques, partiularly if one is onerned with temperatures along only one
dimension. Other ooling tehniques have been shown to be useful for ahieving high
phase-spae density, suh as Raman Sideband Cooling[4, 5℄. This tehnique relies on deep
potential wells, whih imply a large zero-point energy, typially resulting in temperatures
on the order of the reoil temperature after adiabati release. To ool below the reoil limit
(in 1-D) methods suh as Raman ooling [6, 7℄ and VSCPT[8℄ have proven useful in getting
old atoms, but again they prove ineient in atom number.
In this paper we desribe a tehnique to selet the oldest atoms in one dimension to
obtain long deBroglie wavelengths whih ould be used to study atom-optial eets suh as
tunneling[9℄, quantum potential sattering[10℄ and haos[11, 12, 13℄. This tehnique an be
implemented after the earlier listed tehniques as it has no fundamental limit. The proess
of veloity seletion an also be quite eient, the eieny of the seletion dropping only
as the square root of the ratio of the nal to initial temperature. This seletion proess
onnes the atoms in a single potential well and imparts a sharp ut-o in veloity, yielding
a non-thermal distribution. The sharp ut-o in energy guarantees that there are no high
energy atoms in the system, making it useful for studying eets sensitive to energy, suh
as tunneling and ollisions.
II. THEORY
We begin by onsidering a dilute loud of laser-ooled atoms where the density is low
enough that ollisions and rethermalization may be negleted. Seletion of low energy atoms
is aomplished by sudden turn on of a potential that has a loal minimum. The potential
is omprised of a potential gradient and a barrier arranged to reate a loal minimum in
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the region of the atom loud as shown in Figure 1. In the lassial limit any atom that
begins in the potential well and has suiently low kineti energy will beome trapped in
the well. Higher energy atoms will simply pass over the barrier and aelerate along the
potential gradient, quikly beoming spatially separated from the trapped atoms.
We rst onsider the limit where the potential energy dierene aross the loud due to
the gradient (≈ 2U ′r ,where r is the rms radius of the loud) is negligible ompared to the
kineti energy (kBT/2 at an initial temperature T ). Sine the initial distribution of laser-
ooled atoms is essentially thermal, the nal veloity distribution is a trunated Gaussian,
keeping the low-veloity atoms and disarding the high-energy atoms. The eieny of the
seletion proess is then η = 1√
2piσ
∫ vm
−vm e
−v2/2σ2dv where σ is the rms veloity of the loud
and vm is the maximum veloity a seleted atom an have. The Gaussian distribution is
relatively at for vm ≪ σ, allowing the eieny to be approximated as η ≃
√
2
pi
vm
σ
=
√
4U0
pikBT
.
The seleted loud now has an essentially square veloity distribution, with a mean kineti
energy of U0/3. If we dene this mean kineti energy as a pseudo-temperature kBTs/2, then
the eieny of seletion is η =
√
6Ts
piT
. This allows one to redue the mean (1D) kineti
energy by a fator of 200 while still retaining 10% of the atoms. In omparison, the
eieny of evaporative ooling depends linearly on the temperature ratio[3℄, implying that
about 0.5% of the atoms would remain after ooling by a fator of 200.
In the ase of a high gradient, the atoms begin with a signiant amount of potential
energy as ompared to the height of the barrier. Sine atoms farther away from the barrier
gain more kineti energy than loser atoms, there is a limit to the distane an atom an be
from the barrier and still be seleted. The maximum distane an atom may be from the
well and still be trapped is then zm = U0/U
′
. A large gradient will make the distane xm
smaller than the size of the loud. The most eient seletion will then our when the
potential barrier is plaed in the enter of the atom loud. For zm and vm smaller than the
rms spatial and veloity distributions, the mean kinieti energy kBTs/2 works out to be U0/4.
The eieny varies as
(
Ts
T
)3/2
where a fator T 1/2s omes from the veloity distribution
and a fator of Ts from the gradient[14℄. The 3/2 power leads to a large derease in the
seletion eieny, making large potential gradients undesirable.
Due to experimental onstraints, the potential gradient annot be made arbitrarily small.
In order to obtain the spatial separation of the hot and seleted louds within a reasonable
time, a minimum gradient is required to ensure that the atom loud propagates further than
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it expands. When very old atoms are desired one must always use very small barriers,
in whih ase the potential energy aross the loud will be greater than the height of the
barrier. For these small barriers heights, one will have a resulting eieny that varies as
T 3/2s .
In both limits of the seletion proess, the atoms have a maximum energy dened by the
barrier. No atom with energy greater than U0 an remain within the well reated by the
potential barrier and gradient. The sharp ut-o in veloity (energy) an be observed in
the long-time free expansion of the loud as a lak of the long tails, or it an be observed
diretly by performing a deonvolution of the nal spatial distribution. For the limit of very
low potential energy the veloity distribution will approah a trunated Gaussian. For large
gradients the veloity distribution appears more triangular than square. Detailed simula-
tions of this tehnique are to be published seperately[14℄. Quantum eets (preparation of
single bound states) have also been predited, but for the regime of the present experiment,
the lassial approximation is aurate.
III. EXPERIMENT
We begin with a loud of
85Rb atoms ooled in a σ+σ− molasses to a temperature on the
order of 10µK. The loud has an rms radius r of about 500 mirons for this experiment.
Immediately following a ooling stage, we optially pump the atoms to the doubly polar-
ized |F = 3, mF = 3〉 state to ensure that all the atoms experiene the same potential. A
weak magneti quadrupole trap onsisting of a pair of anti-Helmholtz oils is turned on in
onjuntion with a pair of bias oils along the same axis as the quadrupole oils to reate
potential gradients of 10 G/cm or less. The bias oils are in a Helmholtz onguration and
reate a onstant magneti eld in the region of the atoms. This bias eld serves to displae
the enter of the quadrupole eld by a distane z0 = Bb/B
′
where Bb is the strength of the
bias eld, and B
′
is the gradient of the quadrupole eld along the z diretion. The magni-
tude of the bias eld is always hosen suh that the trap enter is displaed by a distane
greater than the size of the loud. An optial dipole potential is turned on at the same
instant as the magneti elds. The dipole barrier onsists of a Ti:Sapphire laser operating
210 GHz to the blue of the Rubidium D2 resonane. The beam is foused to a vertial line
12 mirons wide and 6 mm tall that intersets the loud of atoms. The intensity of the
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beam is ontrolled with an aousto-opti modulator, enabling us to vary the potential height
of the barrier from 100µK down to the nanoKelvin range. The ratio between the potential
and kineti energy is ontrolled by varying the temperature and size of the initial loud, and
varying the strength of the gradient. To study a larger range of parameters the trapped
atoms are sometimes ompressed prior to the experiment, heating the loud to about 26µK
while reduing its size to 160 µm.
When the displaed quadrupole eld is turned on, the atoms are loated far from the z = 0
origin of the magneti trap and instead of experiening a onial potential (whih would
ouple dierent spatial degrees of freedom) they see the potential loally as a (paraboli)
oni setion along x and y. The atoms therefore experiene a potential that is essentially
separable: harmoni along the x and y axes, and linear along z. This helps to prevent
mixing between the dierent degrees of freedom, justifying the treatment of this as a 1-D
problem and the possibility of ahieving Tz ≪ Tx, Ty. The ombination of the magneti
potential and the dipole potential reates a well in whih atoms may be trapped. The atoms
begin aelerating along the z axis toward the enter of the trap. Any atom whih starts
o on the far side of the barrier relative to the trap enter an be trapped if the atom has
suiently low energy. The well depth U0 is smaller than the barrier height by a orretion
term on the order of U ′σL where U
′
is the gradient of the magneti eld and σL is the 1/e
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radius of the laser beam. For large barrier heights this eet is negligible.
The atom loud is allowed to evolve within the potential long enough for several osil-
lations to our. For typial parameters used the well is 120 µm wide, with the seleted
atoms having an rms veloity of 1 cm/s allowing for almost 3 full osillations within 20 mil-
liseonds. After this time, both the magneti and optial elds are turned o to determine
the temperature by a time of ight measurement. The mean energy of the loud is deter-
mined by tting the louds to a 1-D Boltzmann distribution. The eieny of the seletion
(fration of atoms seleted) is determined by measuring the ratio of seleted to non-seleted
atoms 0.5 milliseonds after the gradient and barrier are turned o. A sample image of
the total loud distribution (seleted and non-seleted) is shown in Figure 2, after 20 ms
of free expansion, long enough for signiant separation of the seleted and non-seleted
omponents. The dierent regimes for the initial loud are ahieved by varying the trapping
proedure and MOT parameters. The large potential energy regime is ahieved by using a
large (400 miron) loud of atoms ooled to about 26 µK plaed into a relatively high gradi-
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ent of 8 G/m, resulting in the potential energy aross the loud varying by 42 µK. The low
potential energy regime is ahieved by ompressing the MOT before beginning seletion. In
this ase the initial louds are 160 mirons aross with a temperatures near 25 µK and are
subsequently plaed into traps with gradients of 3 G/m, with the potential energy varying
aross the loud by 6 µK . Figure 3 shows the temperature of the seleted loud versus
the potential height of the barrier. The initial onditions of the louds are haraterized
by a parameter β = 2U ′r/kBT , whih is the ratio of the potential energy dierene aross
the loud to the kineti energy at the start of the seletion . The temperature of the
seleted louds is plotted versus the height of the potential barrier for two sets of data with
β = 0.23 and 1.7 for the solid and hollow irles respetively. For the four lowest barrier
height data points for eah set, the slopes are 0.34 and 0.40 respetively, in rough agreement
with the predition of kBTs = U/3. The lowest ooling ratio Ts/T we observed was 1/35,
with the lowest temperature observed being 750 nK. The observed temperature is higher
than the theoretial predition of a 1-D lassial simulation that inludes only the initial
loud parameters, the barrier height and the gradient[14℄. The experimental temperatures
may be higher than theory due to residual mixing of the spatial degrees of freedom, heating
by sattering photons from the dipole barrier or leakage of atoms around the barrier.
The eieny of the seletion proess is determined by measuring the ratio of seleted
atoms to the total number of atoms 0.5 milliseonds after the seletion proess is ompleted.
In Figure 4, we see the eieny for dierent barrier heights with the orresponding theoret-
ial urves. The initial loud in eah ase started at a temperature of 26 µK but with two
values of β as before: 0.23 and 1.72, orresponding to the irles and squares respetively.
For β = 0.23 (irles), the near square root dependene of eieny on well depth (Uo) is
visible. For the higher ratio β = 1.7, a more linear dependene is observed. The exper-
imental eieny is found to be somewhat lower than the theoretial expetation. Even
in the ase of weak gradients, a 3/2 power law dependene will be observed for extremely
low barrier heights, sine the barrier potential will then be lower than the potential energy
aross the loud.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In onlusion, we have demonstrated a new tehnique to obtain old atoms in one di-
mension. We have ooled to temperatures as low as 1/35th of the initial temperature of
26 uK, reahing 750 nK with an eieny of 1%. This tehnique is not limited by the
reoil temperature and in fat has no fundamental limit. This method an be more eient
than other tehniques suh as evaporative ooling, sine the eieny an vary as the square
root of the ratio of the nal to initial temperature. The old seleted atoms are onned
in a single one-dimensional well, spatially separated from the higher energy atoms. This
tehnique does not produe a thermal distribution of atoms, but instead imposes a sharp
ut in the veloity distribution, making it useful for studying eets that are sensitive to
energy suh as tunneling, haos and quantum-potential sattering[10, 11, 12℄.
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Fig 1. Priniple of veloity seletion. a) Atoms in free-spae immediately after release
from the trap. b) Potentials turned on. Atoms begin aelerating downhill. ) End of
seletion. Cold atoms trapped in small well while hot atoms are travelling away from the
well.
Fig 2. Sample data image of veloity seletion to demonstrate spatial separation of se-
leted atoms from hotter atoms. A large potential gradient was used to show the separation
before signiant expansion oured.
Fig 3. Plot of experimental data showing temperature versus well depth. The solid irles
and hollow diamonds refer to weak (β = 0.23) and strong (β = 1.7) potential gradients
respetively. The solid and dashed lines are theoretial urves for the weak and strong
gradients respetively. The theoretial urves are obtained from simulation with no free
parameters. Both experimental data sets have slopes with a temperature of about 1/4 of
the height of the barrier. The lowest temperature ahieved was 750 nK.
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Fig 4. Eieny vs the well depth is shown. The solid irles and hollow squares refer
to weak (β = 0.23) and strong (β = 1.7) potential gradients respetively. The solid and
dashed lines are theoretial urves with no free parameters.
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